PATERSON SOFTBOX ASSEMBLY
Parts:

1x Main cover Black/Silver
1x Internal diffuser
1x Front diffuser
3x support rods with cylindrical ends
1x support rod ball / cylindrical ends
1x Speed Ring
Insert the 4 support rods into the 4 pockets on the outer
edge of the softbox cover. Ensuring that the smaller ends
of the rods go into the pockets. The rods should pass
through the elastic and silver material loops on the inner
walls of the softbox.
Now open up the rear end of the cover by pulling apart the
Velcro fastening strips. This will give the necessary
access to fit the speed ring. Next insert the rod with the
ball end into the slot as shown opposite. Now insert the
other 3 rods into the holes around the edge of the speed
ring using every second hole from position of the first rod.
After inserting the 3 straight rods, the rod with the ball end
should be tensioned and locked in position.

This will start to tension the cover of the softbox. Once the
3 rods are in place the first rod can be tensioned by
moving the rod through the slot to line up with the other
rods as shown opposite.

Now fix the diffusers in place. The inner diffuser attaches
to the elastic loops on the inner wall of the softbox. The
main front diffuser Velcro’s to the front edge of the
softbox. Note for optimum light output when using the
standard softbox LIT318 with the Fluorescent Head
LIT110 do not use the inner diffuser as the fluorescent
lamp already produces enough diffusion.
IMPORTANT:
When using the Heat Resistant Softbox (LIT319) on a
Tungsten or Halogen light the ventilation flaps must be
open to prevent the light overheating.
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